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Next Generation 
Assessment: 
Going From 

CCSS & NGSS to  
SBAC & Beyond 



Chinese Curse?  

• There is a Chinese curse which says 'May he 
live in interesting times.' Like it or not we live 
in interesting times. They are times of danger 
and uncertainty; but they are also more open 
to the creative energy of men than any other 
time in history. 

– Robert Kennedy, 1966. 

 



Segment Topics 

• Framing some of the National Discussion 
• The SBAC Assessment System  

– Assessment Design within SBAC 
– SBAC College Readiness Policy & Achievement 

Level Descriptions 
• Assessment aligned with Deeper Learning 
• Coordinated & Coherent Assessment Systems   
• Some Final Thoughts & Exhortations 



“I am calling on our nation’s Governors and 
state education chiefs to develop standards 
and assessments that don’t simply measure 
whether students can fill in a bubble on a test, 
but whether they possess 21st century skills 
like problem-solving and critical thinking, 
entrepreneurship and creativity.”  
—  President Barack Obama, March 2009 
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A View from the White House 



Some Elements of the 
National Conversation 

• 2010: Common Core State Standards in 
English Language Arts and Mathematics 

• 2011-13: NRC Science Framework & Next 
Generation Science Standards 

• 2012-13: Calls for Assessment tied to 
Deeper Learning & 21st Century Skills 
– Education for Life & Work: Developing Transferable 

Knowledge and Skills in the 21st Century 
– Gordon Commission on the Future of Educational Assessment 
– Policy Report on Criteria for High Quality Assessment 

• 2011-14: State Assessment Consortia – 
PARCC, SBAC, NCSC & DLM 
 
 





Big Shifts Signaled by CCSS 

• Challenging text 
• Close reading  
• Informational text 
• Multiple texts 
• Disciplinary literacy (Grades 6-12) 
• Argumentation 
• 21st century research and communication 

tools 
• Writing about sources 
 





New Definitions of Competence 

• Both the CCSS for Mathematics and the NRC 
Science Framework have proposed descriptions of 
student competence as being the intersection of 
knowledge involving:  
– important disciplinary practices and 
– core disciplinary ideas, with 
– performance expectations representing the 

intersection of core content and practices. 
• Both view competence as something that develops 

over time & increases in sophistication and power as 
the product of coherent curriculum & instruction   



Using Standards to Align 
Curriculum, Instruction & Assessment 

Common Core 
& NGSS 

Standards 



Education for Life and Work:   
Developing Transferable Knowledge and Skills in the 21st 
Century  

Committee on Defining Deeper Learning and  
21st Century Skills   

 
Division of Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education  

National Research Council 
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Clarifying Terms  

• Deeper learning is the process of learning 
for transfer.  It enables an individual to 
take what was learned in one situation and 
apply it to new situations. 

• The product of deeper learning is 
transferable knowledge, including  content 
knowledge in a subject area and procedural 
knowledge of how, why, and when to apply 
this knowledge to answer questions and 
solve problems in the subject area. 

• We refer to this transferable knowledge as 
“21st century competencies” to reflect that 
both skills and knowledge are included.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Three Domains of Competence 

• Cognitive:  reasoning and memory 

• Intrapersonal:  self-management 

• Interpersonal:  expressing ideas 
and interpreting and responding to 
others’ messages 

• The 3 domains are intertwined 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts some of the specific 21st century skills that are found within each of the three domains of competence and shows that the domains overlap.  Some competencies cut across domains, such as communication, which includes both cognitive and interpersonal dimensions.  
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Deeper Learning in the Disciplines 

• The math and English CCSS and the NRC 
Science Framework each call for deeper 
learning  

• A cluster of cognitive competencies – including 
critical thinking and constructing and 
evaluating evidence-based arguments – is 
strongly supported across all three disciplines. 

• Coverage of competencies in the intrapersonal 
and interpersonal domains is present but 
uneven.   

• Where standards documents do not explicitly 
overlap with 21st century competencies, there 
is little evidence of conflict between them.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Science practices, as described in the new NRC Framework, provided particularly rich areas for cultivating many of the 21st century competencies.Example of variation:  All 3 standards documents include discourse and argumentation (which falls in both the interpersonal and cognitive domains), but the disciplines differ in their view of what counts as evidence and the rules of argumentation.  
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Assessment Challenges 

• Current educational policies and accountability 
systems rely on standardized assessments that 
focus primarily on recall of facts and procedures. 

• These assessments are easily scored and quantified 
for accountability purposes.  Although inexpensive,  
they are not optimal for assessing 21st century 
competencies.   

• The extent to which the 21st century competencies 
articulated in standards documents will be 
emphasized depends on their inclusion in 
assessments.  





 “To be helpful in achieving the learning goals 
laid out in the Common Core, assessments 
must fully represent the competencies that 
the increasingly complex and changing world 
demands…. To do so, the tasks and activities 
in the assessments must be models worthy of 
the attention and energy of teachers and 
students.”    

    -- The Gordon Commission 
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Gordon Commission View 



Criteria for High-Quality Assessment 



Five Major Criteria 

1. Assessment of Higher-Order Cognitive 
Skills 

2. High-Fidelity Assessment of Critical Abilities 
3. Standards that Are Internationally 

Benchmarked 
4. Items that Are Instructionally Sensitive and 

Educationally Valuable 
5. Assessments that are Valid, Reliable & Fair 







Smarter Balanced 
Assessment Consortium 

Next 
Generation 
Assessment 

System 

Governing State 

Advisory State 
Membership status as of March 6, 2012 













Aligning Large-Scale Assessment with 
the Common Core Standards 

Common Core 
Standards 



Common Core State Standards 



Smarter Balanced and Evidence-Centered Design 

Common Core State 
Standards 

Smarter Balanced 
Content Specifications 

Smarter Balanced Item 
and Task Specifications 

Items and  
Performance Tasks 



Evidence-Centered Design 

• Item 
development 
approach 
that defines 
claims about 
students and 
their learning 

• Evidence 
needed  
to support 
claims 
 

• Types of items 
and tasks  
needed to  
collect evidence  

Observation Interpretation 

Cognition 

“Assessment 
Triangle” 



Smarter Balanced Item Development Process 

Item and 
Task 

Specification 

1 Item and 
Task 

Developmen
t 

2 
Item and 

Task Review 
and Revision 

3 

Pilot Test 

5 

Field Test 

6 
Item 

Analysis  

7 
Addition of 
Accessibility 
Information 

4 



Six Item Types 

• Selected Response 
• Constructed Response 
• Extended Response 
• Performance Tasks 
• Technology-Enabled 
• Technology-Enhanced 



Selected Response 
Multiple Correct Options 

Which of the following statements is a property of a rectangle? Select all that apply. 
 
☐  Contains three sides 

☐  Contains four sides 

☐  Contains eight sides 

☐  Contains two sets of parallel lines 

☐  Contains at least one interior angle that is acute 

☐  Contains at least one interior angle that is obtuse 

☐  All interior angles are right angles 

☐  All sides have the same length 

☐  All sides are of different length 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other selected response items may ask students to select more than one option. As an example, this item asks students to identify all of the properties of a rectangle. 



Constructed Response 
Extended Response 

Ms. McCrary wants to make a rabbit pen in a section of her 
lawn.  
Her plan for the rabbit pen includes the following: 

• It will be in the shape of a rectangle. 
• It will take 24 feet of fence material to make. 
• Each side will be longer than 1 foot. 
• The length and width will measure whole feet. 

Part A 
Draw 3 different rectangles that can each represent Ms. 
McCrary’s rabbit pen. Be sure to use all 24 feet of fence 
material for each pen. 
 
Use the grid below. Click the places where you want the 
corners of your rectangle to be. Draw one rectangle at a time. If 
you make a mistake, click on your rectangle to delete it. 
Continue as many times as necessary.  

Use your keyboard to type the length and width of each rabbit 
pen you draw. Then type the area of each rabbit pen. Be sure 
to select the correct unit for each answer. 
 
[Students will input length, width, and area for each rabbit pen. 
Students will choose unit from drop down menu.]   

Pen 1:        
Length:                  (feet, square feet)                     
Width:                   (feet, square feet)                      
Area:                      (feet, square feet)  

Part B 
Ms. McCrary wants her rabbit to have more than 60 square feet of ground 
area inside the pen. She finds that if she uses the side of her house as one 
of the sides of the rabbit pen, she can make the rabbit pen larger. 

• Draw another rectangular rabbit pen.  
• Use all 24 feet of fencing for 3 sides of the pen. 
• Use one side of the house for the other side of the pen.  
• Make sure the ground area inside the pen is greater than 60 square 

feet. 
Use the grid below. Click the places where you want the corners of your 
rectangle to be. If you make a mistake, click on your rectangle to delete it.  

Pen 2:        
Length:                  (feet, square feet)                     
Width:                   (feet, square feet)                      
Area:                      (feet, square feet)  

Pen 3:        
Length:                  (feet, square feet)                     
Width:                   (feet, square feet)                      
Area:                      (feet, square feet)  

Use your keyboard to type the 
length and width of each rabbit pen 
you draw. Then type the area of 
each rabbit pen. Be sure to select 
the correct unit for each answer. 

Length:                  (feet, square feet)                     
Width:                   (feet, square feet)                      
Area:                      (feet, square feet)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In some cases, the evidence required to support a claim about a given assessment target necessitates a more extended response. As an example, this item prompts students to provide evidence about their understanding of perimeter and area by producing an extended response. 



Performance Task 
Student Directions: 
 
Part 1 (35 minutes) 
Your assignment:  
You will read a short story and article,  
watch a video, review research statistics,  
and then write an argumentative essay  
about your opinion on virtual schools. 
  
Steps you will be following: 
In order to plan and compose your essay,  
you will do all of the following:   
1. Read a short story and article, watch a 

video, and review research statistics. 
2. Answer three questions about the  

sources. 
3. Plan and write your essay. 
  
Directions for beginning: 
You will now read the sources and watch  
a video. Take notes, because you may  
want to refer back to your notes while  
writing your essay. You can refer back to  
any of the sources as often as you like. 
• (short story) 
• (article 1) 
• (video) 
• (research statistics) 

 
 
Questions 
Use your remaining time to answer the 
questions below. Your answers to these 
questions will be scored. Also, they will  
help you think about the sources you’ve  
read and viewed, which should help  
you write your essay. You may click on  
the appropriate buttons to refer back to  
the sources when you think it would be  
helpful. You may also refer to your notes. 
Answer the questions in the spaces  
provided below them. 
  
1. Analyze the different opinions  

expressed in “The Fun They Had” and  
the “Virtual High School Interview”  
video. Use details from the story and  
the video to support your answer.   
 

2. What do the statistics from “Keeping  
Pace with K–12 Online Learning”  
suggest about the current trends of  
virtual schools in the U.S.? Use details  
from the charts to support your answer.  
 
 

 
 
 

3. Explain how the information presented  
in the “Virtual High School Interview” 
 video and the article “Virtual Schools 
 Not for Everyone” differs from the 
information in the research statistics? 
Support your answers with details from  
the video and the articles.  

  
Part 2 (85 minutes) 
You will now have 85 minutes to review 
your notes and sources, and to plan, draft, 
and revise your essay. You may also refer 
to the answers you wrote to the questions in 
part 1, but you cannot change those 
answers. Now read your assignment and 
the information about how your essay will 
be scored, then begin your work. 
  
Your Assignment 
Your parents are considering having you 
attend a virtual high school. Write an 
argumentative essay explaining why you 
agree or disagree with this idea. Support 
your claim with evidence from what you 
have read and viewed.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In still other cases, the evidence required to support a claim must be collected through a task for which a student performs multiple actions. For each action, a response is provided.  The set of responses are then used to support a claim about student understanding or ability.  In these cases, a Performance Task is necessary.  A Performance Task is used to assess a set of assessment targets as opposed to a narrow focus on just one or two targets, as is typically the case with selected and constructed response items.  As an example, this performance task contains multiple parts, each designed to collect specific types of evidence that are combined to make a claim about student ability to read, synthesize, and communicate in writing. There will be more about each type of item and task in separate modules. 



The value of y is proportional the the value of x. The constant of proportionality for  
this relationship is 1. On the grid below, graph this proportional relationship. 

Technology-Enhanced 
Collects Evidence through a Non-Traditional Response 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, this item asks students to produce a line to collect evidence about their understanding of proportional geometric relationships.In both cases, the response provided by the student is something different than selecting from a limited set of options or producing text or numbers.�Smarter Balanced is committed to the use of technology to improve the quality of assessment. However, a Technology-Enabled or -Enhanced item will only be developed when it is the only way to access students’ understanding.  More details about Technology-Enhanced items are provided in a separate module. 



SBAC College Readiness 



SBAC’s 
Achievement Levels 



Levels & Test Cutscores 



Level 3 Policy Claims 





Herman & Linn Questions 
• To what extent are the SBAC and PARCC 

assessments tapping aspects of Deeper 
Learning? 

• Frame the analysis in terms of Webb’s Depth 
of Knowledge Framework 

• How do the results compare with similar 
analyses of typical achievement test items? 

• What are the implications regarding the need 
(and support) for classroom instruction 
targeted at deeper learning? 
 
 





Herman & Linn 
Results 

• Both the SBAC and PARCC assessment 
blueprints and task designs include multiple 
examples at DOK Levels 3 and 4. 

• In SBAC there is a task distribution across all 
4 levels --- depends on the claim. 

• Typical state achievement tests have the 
preponderance of items at lower DOK Levels 

• Instruction and classroom assessment will 
need to shift to emphasize Deeper Learning, 
e.g., the close reading of complex texts 



Criterion Report: 
Basic Premises 

• No single assessment can evaluate all of the 
kinds of learning we value for students or meet 
all of the goals held by parents, practitioners, and 
policymakers. In a coordinated system of 
assessments, different tools should be used for 
different purposes: formative and summative, 
diagnostic, and large-scale reporting. However, 
all assessments should faithfully represent the 
Standards and model good teaching and learning 
practice. We urge that systems be evaluated by 
five explicit criteria. 



States & Districts Require Different 
Assessments Aligned to Purposes 

 Desired end product is a multilevel system 
 Each level fulfills a clear set of functions and has a clear 

set of intended users of the assessment information 
 The assessment tools are designed to serve the 

intended purpose 
• Formative, summative or accountability 
• Design is optimized for function served 

 The levels are articulated and conceptually coherent 
 They share the same underlying concept of what the 

targets of learning are at a given grade level and what 
the evidence of attainment should be. 

 They provide information at a “grain size” and on the 
“time scale” appropriate for translation into action. 



Multilevel Assessment System 

An Integrated 
System 

Coordinated across 
levels 

Unified by common 
learning goals 

Synchronized by unifying 
progress variables 

 



The Key Design Elements 
of a Comprehensive System 

 The system is designed to track progress over time 
 At the individual student level  
 At the aggregate group level 

 
 The system uses tasks, tools, and technologies 

appropriate to the desired inferences about student 
achievement 
 Doesn’t force everything into a fixed testing/task model 
 Uses a range of tasks: performances, portfolios, 

projects, fixed- and open-response tasks as needed 
 Example: Use of the performance tasks as the basis for 

classroom formative assessment – focus on deep 
engagement with multiple forms of challenging text 



State & District Considerations 
Going Forward 

• What assessment system elements are needed? 
• Federal, State and Local mandates 

– What’s fixed and what’s variable? 
• What assessment system elements are currently 

in place? 
• Why are we doing what we are doing? 

– What are the policy and practice drivers? 
• How do we move forward and plan for 2014-15 

and beyond? 



What’s Left to Do? – A LOT!!! 
• We need to translate the standards into 

effective models, methods and materials for 
curriculum, instruction, and assessment. 
– Need to unpack & clarify performance expectations 
– Need precise claims & evidence statements 
– Need task models & templates  

• We need to use what we know already to 
evaluate and improve the assessments that 
are part of current practice, e.g., classroom 
assessments, large-scale exams, etc. 



• Desires and timelines of the policy community 
may conflict with the capacities of the R&D & 
Practice communities  
– e.g., Worst thing we could do is leap to designing 

a new “NGSS Aligned” High Stakes Test 
• Standards are the beginning not the end – 

not a substitute for the thinking and research 
needed to define progressions of learning 
that can serve as a basis for the integration of 
curriculum, instruction and assessment. 

Will We Have Assessments 
Worth Teaching With & To? 



Assessment Should not be the “Tail 
Wagging the Education Dog” 

Assessment 

CCSS & 
NGSS 



 
“The perfect 
is the enemy 
of the good." 

Voltaire 
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